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Cylinder ^sphere epitaxial transitions in block copolymer melts
M. W. Matsen
Polymer Science Centre, University of Reading, Whiteknights, Reading RG6 6AF, United Kingdom

~Received 13 December 2000; accepted 21 February 2001!

We examine the Landau free energy surface of a diblock copolymer melt using self-consistent field
theory. The topography of its surface is found to exhibit a low-energy pathway connecting the local
minima associated with the cylindrical~C! and spherical~S! morphologies. The pathway
corresponds to an epitaxial transition where the periodicity of the two phases is matched with the
cylinder axis oriented in one of the@111# directions of the bcc spheres. The energy barriers and
stability limits are evaluated, and from them we conclude that the C↔S transition should normally
occur by a nucleation and growth mechanism. Based on the generally small energy barriers, we
suggest that fluctuation effects are much stronger than previously anticipated. Furthermore, we
examine the way the morphology evolves during a transition and discuss its signature in a
small-angle scattering experiment. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1365085#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Block copolymer melts have become one of the p
ferred systems for studying phenomena associated with
lecular self-assembly.1 Most favored is the simple AB
diblock architecture, where a polymer chain off N segments
denoted A and a second chemically distinct chain of
2 f )N segments denoted B are joined together by their e
to form a single molecule. Its mean-field phase diagra2

shown in Fig. 1, is in excellent agreement with experimen1

and as a result we have a thorough understanding of its e
librium phase behavior.3 The productxN of the Flory–
Huggins interaction parameter and the total degree of p
merization controls the tendency of the A and B blocks
separate. At sufficiently large values~i.e., xN*10), the A
and B blocks microphase separate forming a periodically
dered microstructure.4 The periodicity is determined by
competition between the interfacial tension and the entro
loses of deforming~i.e., stretching! the polymers.5 A further
competition between the stretching energies of the A an
blocks creates a spontaneous interfacial curvature, where
smaller block is favored on the inside of the curvature.5 For
similar sized blocks~i.e., f '0.5), the spontaneous curvatu
is approximately zero and consequently the system form
lamellar~L! phase with flat interfaces. As the blocks becom
asymmetric, the spontaneous curvature increases in ma
tude causing transformations to the gyroid~G!, cylindrical
~C!, and spherical~S! morphologies. The finer details of th
behavior are controlled by the ability of morphologies
simultaneously produce uniform interfacial mean curvat
and uniform domain thickness, so as to further minimize
interfacial and stretching energies, respectively.3,6 The in-
ability of various phases, such as perforated-lamellae~PL!, to
do so prevents them from being stable.7 This packing frus-
tration is also responsible for the cylindrical and spheric
microdomains of the C and S phases ordering into hexag
and bcc lattices, respectively.8 Although theory predicts a
narrow close-packed spherical~Scp! region, this is attributed
8160021-9606/2001/114(18)/8165/9/$18.00
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to a significant population offree chains in the matrix do-
main resulting when the minority block becomes ineffecti
in anchoring the molecule to the interface.6

The mean-field theory is generally accurate for blo
copolymer melts primarily because the large size of th
macromolecules suppresses fluctuation effects. Neverthe
there are two situations where thermal fluctuations sign
cantly alter the phase diagram in Fig. 1. Based
experiments,9–11 they disrupt the long-range order in the Scp

phase transforming it into part of the disordered region. S
ondly, Brazovskii-type fluctuations12 destroy the weakly-
ordered structures nearxN'10 shifting the order–disorde
transition~ODT! upwards. According to a weak-segregatio
calculation,13 the shift at f 50.5 is given byxN510.495

141.022N̄21/3, whereN̄[r0
2a6N is the invariant polymer-

ization index.
Given this solid theoretical understanding, diblock c

polymer melts represent an ideal system for examining ph
transitions between periodically-ordered phases. So far,
most studied order–order transition in block copolym
melts is between hexagonal cylinders and b
spheres.9,10,14–24This reversible transition was first identifie
by Sakuraiet al.14 in 1993. Soon after, Koppiet al.15 pro-
vided evidence that the transition occurs by means of
epitaxial pathway illustrated in Fig. 2. As C transforms in
S, each cylinder pinches off with a periodicityD i into a
series of spheres. The spheres form hexagonally-packed
ers perpendicular to the cylinder axis with an in-layer sp
ing of D' and an out-of-layer spacing ofD i/3. The stacking
repeats every three layers in either an ABCABC . . . or an
ACBACB . . . sequence; the two possibilities lead to
twinned bcc microstructure. This epitaxy has been confirm
to occur in both directions, C↔S, by more recent
experiments.16 Interestingly, lyotropic liquid crystal system
exhibit the exact same epitaxial transitions between their
lindrical and spherical phases,25 as is the case with the C↔G
transitions.26
5 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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A clear signature of the C↔S epitaxial mechanism is
that the cylinder axis of the C phase coincides with the@111#
direction of the bcc S phase. However, the epitaxy also
quires the ratioD i /D' to equal, at least approximately
3/A851.06066. . . . This happens to correspond to a mat
in the principal scattering vectors,qS* and qC* , of the two
phases. The theoretical prediction for the ratioqC* /qS* ,
shown in Fig. 3, is indeed close to one, at least for diblo
copolymer melts. This is also consistent with most expe
mental observations,9,15,17–19 although there are some sy
tems where the deviation from one reaches;10%.14,20

There have been a number of theoretical approac
used to examine order–order transitions~OOT’s! in block
copolymer melts.27 Qi and Wang28 examined pathways be
tween ordered morphologies using a generic Landa
Ginzburg free energy functional and then later29 the more

FIG. 1. Mean-field phase diagram for AB diblock copolymers plotted
terms of segregationxN and compositionf. The ordered phases are lamell
~L!, gyroid ~G!, cylindrical ~C!, spherical~S!, and closed-packed spherica
(Scp). The dashed curves are the spinodal lines for the C↔S epitaxial tran-
sitions.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the epitaxial transition between hexag
cylinders~C! and body-centered-cubic spheres~S!. The cylinder axis coin-
cides with the@111# direction of the bcc lattice. The spacing between t
cylinders is denoted asD' , and the spacing of the spheres along the@111#
direction is labeled asD i .
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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specific Leibler free energy functional.4 However, their ap-
proach is limited to large temperature jumps beyond
spinodal limits of the initial phase. Later Laradjiet al.30,31

performed a stability analysis for the various ordered pha
using an exact mean-field Landau free energy function
From the lowest energy modes, they inferred a numbe
epitaxial pathways. Shi and Noolandi have since repeated
calculation for a simpler Landau–Ginzburg free ener
functional.32 All of these calculations suffer from limitation
restricting them to weak segregations, where the orde
phases are destroyed by thermal fluctuations.13 More re-
cently, we introduced a SCFT calculation26 capable of exam-
ining the exact mean-field Landau free energy surface at
higher degrees of segregation, where fluctuations are r
tively unimportant and where the behavior is known6 to obey
the simple competition between interfacial and stretching
ergy described above. Furthermore, this method can exp
the entire pathway between two given phases. Our fi
application26 examined an epitaxial pathway between the
and G phases, results of which are now in good agreem
with experiment.33,34 Below, we perform analogous calcula
tions for the epitaxial pathway between the C and S pha

II. THEORY

The calculations presented in this paper are all p
formed using the standard flexible Gaussian chain mode
conjunction with self-consistent field theory~SCFT!.35 A de-
tailed study of AB diblock melts using this theory is pr
sented in Ref. 6. The model system involvesn identical mol-
ecules each withN segments of which a fractionf forms the
A block. It is assumed that each segment occupies a fi
volume, r0

21, so that the total volume isV5nN/r0. The
A–B segment interaction is controlled by the standa
Flory–Hugginsx parameter. Although the theory allows fo
distinct A and B segment lengths,aAÞaB ,36 we limit our
attention to conformationally symmetric copolymers wi
aA5aB[a.

In order to consider phase transitions, we construc
Landau free energy functional,F@F#, that provides the free
energy of the melt for a specified segment distribution,F(r ).
The distribution is defined so that the A and B segment p
files equal 1

2@11F(r )# and 1
2@12F(r )#, respectively. In

general, the Landau free energy surface possesses a co

al

FIG. 3. The ratioqC* /qS* of the principal scattering vectors of the C and
phases calculated along the C/S phase boundary. The solid and d
curves are for conformationally symmetric and asymmetric copolymers
spectively.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8167J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 18, 8 May 2001 Epitaxial transitions in block copolymer melts
cated topograph of peaks and valleys with each metast
phase corresponding to a local minimum. Evidently, many
these local minima are connected by low-lying pathwa
where the energy rises up to a saddle point and then b
down. When the melt is well segregated, the system evo
between the two different states by following such pathwa
since this minimizes the energy barrier. Here, we will not
too concerned about the actual pathway so much as the
of the energy barrier. A rigorous treatment of the former
beyond the scope of this paper.

We calculate the Landau free energyF@F# following
the SCFT method described previously in Ref. 26, wher
field w(r ) is used to enforce the desired concentration p
file. Conventional SCFT calculations can only locate the
trema in the Landau free energy surface, which gener
correspond to stable or metastable states. In these c
w(r )52 1

2xNF(r ). Since saddle points are also extrem
they can be located as well. However, our more general
culation is required in order to examine the entire pathw
between the two minima.

To make our calculation feasible at the intermediate s
regations that are most relevant to experiments, we ass
the system maintains a periodic morphology. Although t
is not physically realistic, we will argue in the Discussio
that the resulting pathways are closely related to actual
perimental ones. Given this assumption,F(r ) can be ex-
panded as

F~r !52 f 211(
i 51

`

F i f i~r !, ~1!

where the basis functions,f i(r ), each possess some appr
priate symmetry and are normalized so that they form
orthonormal set satisfying

1

VE dr f i~r ! f j~r !5d i j . ~2!

The resulting set of coefficients,$F i%, defines the indepen
dent variables of the free energy functional, which is th
embedded in an infinite-dimensional space. For the C↔S
transition, the appropriate space-group symmetry is R3m̄,37

and thus the first few basis functions are

f 1~r !5A2/3@cos~2X!12 cos~X!cos~3Y!#, ~3!

f 2~r !5A2/3@cos~2Y!cos~Z!12 cos~X!cos~Y!cos~Z!

2sin~2Y!sin~Z!12 cos~X!sin~Y!sin~Z!#, ~4!

f 3~r !5A2/3@cos~4Y!cos~Z!12 cos~2X!cos~2Y!cos~Z!

2sin~4Y!sin~Z!12 cos~2X!sin~2Y!sin~Z!#, ~5!

f 4~r !5A2/3@cos~6Y!12 cos~3X!cos~3Y!#, ~6!

f 5~r !5A2/3@cos~2Y!cos~2Z!12 cos~X!cos~Y!cos~2Z!

1sin~2Y!sin~2Z!22 cos~X!sin~Y!sin~2Z!#, ~7!

f 6~r !5A4/3@cos~3X!cos~Y!cos~Z!

1cos~2X!cos~4Y!cos~Z!1cos~X!cos~5Y!cos~Z!

1cos~3X!sin~Y!sin~Z!1cos~2X!sin~4Y!sin~Z!
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2cos~X!sin~5Y!sin~Z!#, ~8!

where X[2px/A3D' , Y[2py/3D' , and Z[2pz/D i .
The functions are ordered with increasing wave vectors
suming a ratioD i /D'53/A8. Of course, it is impossible to
consider the infinite set of basis functions, but we can at le
manage 500. By truncating the set, we simply limit the d
gree of segregation that can be considered.

In many cases, it useful to expand the free energy fu
tional about a particular segment profileF(r ) as

F@F1dF#

nkBT
'

F@F#

nkBT
2(

i
S 1

2
xNF i1wi D dF i

1
1

2 (
i j

@CRPA
21 # i j dF idF j , ~9!

where dF(r ) is a small variation. It is also convenient t
define a distanceds betweenF(r ) andF(r )1dF(r ) using

@ds#2[
1

VE dr @dF~r !#25(
i

@dF i #
2. ~10!

The matrixCRPA is calculated as described in Ref. 26 fo
lowing a procedure similar to that of Shiet al.38 An extre-
mum in the Landau free energy surface occurs when
linear term indF(r ) vanishes. The extremum represents
metastable state when all the eigenvalues ofCRPA

21 are posi-
tive, whereas it is a saddle point if one of the eigenvalue
negative.

There are many possible pathways the system can
through the saddle point. We examine a reasonable one
structed in the following way. We first locate the sadd
point approximately midway between the two phases of
terest, and label it ass50. We then evaluate the eigenvalu
and eigenvectors ofCRPA

21 . The eigenvector associated wit
the negative eigenvalue defines two directions, one poin
towards C and the other towards S. We step a small dista
ds50.01, in the latter direction and label the point ass
50.01. There we evaluate the expansion, Eq.~9!, for F@F#
and use it to find the lowest energy at a small fixed dista
ds50.01 away. This next point is labeled ass50.02. The
procedure is repeated until the local minimum correspond
to S is reached. The same procedure is then followed
obtain a pathway from the saddle point to C, but this time
parameters is indexed with negative values. Our step siz
ds, is chosen small enough so that the expansion in Eq.~9!
remains accurate. Generally, we minimizeF@F# with re-
spect to the dimensions,D i and D' , at each step, but in a
few cases the procedure is performed with fixed dimensio

III. RESULTS

We begin by calculating the kinetic pathway from C to
at three points on the C/S phase boundary. The variatio
energy along these pathways, shown in Fig. 4~a!, is rather
featureless. The energy increases monotonically from th
phase until the saddle point ats50 is reached, past which i
decreases monotonically. Note that both ends of the path
are at the same energy because we are on the phase b
ary. Figure 4~b! shows the variation inD' and D i as the
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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pathway is traversed. As required for epitaxial transitio
the domain spacings remain relatively constant. We also
in Fig. 4~c! the square of the first two Fourier coefficient
F1

2 and F2
2, because they are proportional to the princip

peaks in a small-angle scattering experiment. Starting in
C phase,F1

2 is large whileF2
250. As C evolves towards S

F1
2 decreases whileF2

2 increases, until finallyF1
25F2

2 in the
S phase.

Since the calculation provides all the Fourier coefficie
F i ~up to some large cutoff!, we have detailed information
regarding how the morphology evolves along the pathw
Figure 5 shows the evolution of a single cylinder pinchi
off into a series of spheres for the intermediate pathway c
sidered in Fig. 4.@The A/B interface is defined byF(r )
50.# In this case, the cylinders rupture ats50.0163 just to
the S side of the saddle point. The points of rupture
indicated in Fig. 4~a! by solid dots.

The energy difference between the saddle point and
two equilibrium phases defines an energy barrier,DE, which

FIG. 4. ~a! Variation in the free energyF as the C phase transforms into th
S phase, at three different points on the C/S phase boundary. To compa
three curves, the free energy of the C phaseFC is subtracted. The paramete
s, specifying the position along the pathway, is defined such that C occu
s,0, the maximum energy corresponds tos50, and the S phase occurs
s.0. Dots denote the points at which the cylinders rupture.~b! Variation in
the cylinder spacingD i and wavelength of its modulationsD' as C trans-
forms into S.~c! Square of the first two Fourier coefficients,F1

2 and F2
2,

which are responsible for the principal peaks in a small-angle scatte
experiment.
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the system must overcome in order for the transition to p
ceed. Figure 6~a! plots this energy barrier per molecule as
function of f following the C/S phase boundary. A mor
meaningful gauge of the barrier is provided in Fig. 6~b! by
plotting the energy in terms of the number of ruptures,

nr5n
2

~3N̄!1/2

a3N3/2

D'
2 D i

, ~11!

where N̄[a6r0
2N is the invariant polymerization index

Typical values ofN̄ range from 103 to 104.39 With this, we
can determine the energy per rupture~or fusion! in units of
kBT. Of course, values less than onekBT imply that the
barrier is insignificant compared to the thermal fluctuatio

Figure 7 is similar to Fig. 4, but it examines the kinet
pathway off of the C/S phase boundary for a series of s
regations at a fixed composition,f 50.25. At this composi-
tion, S has a lower energy than C forxN,19.211, and vice
versa for larger segregations. The variation in energy is ag
rather featureless; the only significant difference compare

the

at

g

FIG. 5. Evolution of a single cylinder transforming into a series of sphe
calculated for the intermediate path examined in Fig. 4~a!. The interface is
defined byF(r )50.

FIG. 6. Energy barrierDE of the C↔S transition plotted along the C/S
phase boundary. The top plot~a! shows the energy per molecule, and th
lower one~b! shows it per rupture. Typical values of the invariant polyme

ization indexN̄ range from 103 to 104 ~Ref. 39!.
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Fig. 4~a! is that the two ends of the pathway are now
different energies. As before, Fig. 7~b! shows that the do-
main spacing remains relatively constant along the pathw
as required for epitaxial transitions. Furthermore, Fig. 7~c!
shows a similar variation in the predicted intensity of t
principal scattering peaks.

For pathways off the phase boundary, there are two
tinct energy barriers,DEC→S[Fsaddle2FC and DES→C

[Fsaddle2FS, for the two different directions. These a
plotted in Fig. 8 as a function of segregationxN, at compo-
sitions f 50.20, 0.25, and 0.30. At segregations below
phase boundary, we plot the barrierDEC→S preventing a
metastable C phase from transforming into the stable
phase, and above we plotDES→C for the reverse transition
Even though these curves join together~i.e., DEC→S

5DES→C) at the phase boundary, the boundary is clea
evident by the occurrence of a sharp kink. The solid cur
are obtained by allowing the domain spacing to vary as
pathway is traversed, while the dashed ones are calcul
holding D' and D i constant so as to enforce a perfect e
taxial transition. Of course, this constraint increases the
ergy barrier, but only slightly in this case.

Figures 7~a! and 8 show thatDEC→S→0 as xN de-
creases. The C→S spinodal line plotted in Fig. 1 with a
dashed curve specifies where the energy barrier first di

FIG. 7. Similar to Fig. 5, but calculated for a fixed compositionf 50.25 at
different degrees of segregationxN. Plots~b! and~c! only display results for
the even values ofxN.
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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pears. Beyond this curve, the C phase becomes absol
unstable. Likewise, there is a spinodal line for the S→C
transition also plotted in Fig. 1 with a dashed curve. Ho
ever, this curve does not extend belowf 50.341, which is
why DES→C does not tend to zero with increasing segreg
tion for those compositions considered in Fig. 8.

The effect of fluctuations on a metastable phase can
assessed by examining the eigenvalues ofCRPA

21 .38 In particu-
lar, the dominant fluctuation mode is specified by the eig
vector associated with the smallest eigenvalue,lmin . Not
surprisingly, this mode generally coincides with the directi
of the epitaxial pathway. Furthermore, the disappearanc
the energy barrier coincides withlmin→0, which provides
the most convenient way of determining the spinodal line

In the C phase, the dimensionD i can assume any value
and thus we need to examinelmin vs D i as shown in Fig.
9~a!. The lowest valuelmin* defines the dominant wavelengt
D i* for the cylinder fluctuations. Figure 9~b! shows the varia-
tion in D i* relative to the cylinder spacing along the C
phase boundary and the spinodal line wherelmin* 50. In both
cases, the ratioD i* /D' only deviates slightly from 3/A8
51.060 66. . . .

So far, we have assumed that the C and S phases ac
their preferred or equilibrium dimensions. However, it c
take a considerable time for the domain spacing to adj
and thus in real experiments morphologies are often slig
strained. To access how this affects the fluctuation mod
Fig. 10~a! plots lmin for the S phase as a function ofD'

assumingD i5(3/A8)D' as required for a bcc lattice. Simi
larly, Fig. 10~b! showslmin* for the C phase as a function o
D' ; the wavelengthD i* of the preferred fluctuation is show
in the inset. Solid dots denote the equilibrium domain si
In both phases, straining the morphology can significan
enhance the fluctuations.

IV. DISCUSSION

Essential to an epitaxial transition is a good doma
spacing match. If the periodicity of the morphology remai
fixed, the transition can proceed with only a local rearran
ment of the molecules. However, if the size of the unit cel
required to change, then a macroscopic transport of mate

FIG. 8. Energy barriers,DES→C andDEC→S , plotted above and below the
C/S phase boundary, respectively, as a function of segregation at three
ferent compositions. The phase boundary is easily identified by the k
whereDES→C andDEC→S join together. The solid and dashed curves co
respond to calculations for varying and fixed domain sizes, respectivel
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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is necessary. Although, there exists a natural tendency fo
equilibrium periodicities of C and S to match, there w
always be some degree of mismatch which will vary fro
system to system. In the case of a small mismatch~i.e.,
&5%!, the domain spacing will likely adjust as the morpho
ogy evolves from one phase to the other. Kimet al.9 as well
as Ryu and Lodge17 observed this to occur gradually for th
S→C transition, but abruptly for the C→S direction. It is
uncertain why this happened and whether or not it is a g
eral feature of this particular epitaxy. For a large misma
~i.e., *10%!, the transition may occur in a two step proce
where the morphology changes with a relatively fixed pe
odicity followed by a slow relaxation to the equilibrium do
main size. Requiring the morphology to change with a fix
domain spacing will naturally increase the energy barr
further impeding the transition. This has already been s
gested as an explanation why in same cases the transiti
unusually slow.17,18,20 Undoubtedly, whatever happens w
be significantly influenced by the population of defects a
grain boundaries as they are presumably the sinks
sources for the material required to vary the domain size

An epitaxial transition also requires an orientation
match between the two phases, although it is by no me
unique. Starting from a monodomain of C, there are t
possible orientations of the S phase as discussed in the
troduction, and thus a polycrystalline morphology is pr
duced withtwinnedbcc lattices. In the reverse direction,
monodomain of S forms a polycrystalline C phase with fo
different cylinder axes corresponding to the diagonals of
bcc unit cell. If the transition begins from a twinned S pha

FIG. 9. ~a! Stability of the cylinder~C! phase against fluctuations of wave
length D i calculated at three compositions along the C/S phase bound
Solid dots denote the dominant wave vectorD i* . ~b! WavelengthD i* of the
dominant fluctuation relative to the cylinder spacingD' calculated along the
C/S phase boundary~solid curve! and along the C→S spinodal~dashed
curve!.
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then seven cylinder orientations are expected. Despite
finite number of possible orientations, Kohtaroet al.16 found
that oriented samples taken quickly through the sequenc
→S→C generally return to their original orientation. The
speculated that thismemoryeffect results due to a delay i
the copolymer junctions redistributing uniformly as new i
terface is created. A more likely explanation is that t
spheres originating from different cylinders are poorly co
related. Although the spheres created by a single cylinder
automatically well aligned and can immediately rejoin
form a straight cylinder, the spheres will be somewhat m
aligned in the other directions thus impeding the format
of the alternative cylinder orientations. Of course, th
memory effect will fade as the system spends a longer t
in the intermediate S phase allowing the spheres to ado
more accurate bcc arrangement. Further evidence fo
poorly ordered S phase has been presented in Ref. 20, w
a long delay was observed between the disappearanc
peaks corresponding to an ordered C phase and the ap
ance of those for the ordered S phase. We note that Refs
and 22 have presented TEM evidence showing the forma
of poorly ordered spheres, but this is expected as their in
C phases were also poorly ordered.

The orientational relation that exists during an epitax
C→S transition should produce a clear signature in a sm
angle scattering experiment. Figure 11 illustrates the
pected pattern for a monodomain of C, with the cylinder a
in thez direction, growing into a twinned S phase. The so
dots in theqx–qy plane denote the principal and secon
order peaks of the initial C phase. The strength of the
principal peaks is proportional toF1

2 plotted in Figs. 5~c! and

ry.

FIG. 10. Smallest eigenvalue of theCRPA
21 matrix, Eq.~9!, as a function of

domain spacingD' for the ~a! S and~b! C phases calculated at three di
ferent compositions along the C/S phase boundary. Solid dots denote
equilibrium domain spacing. For the S phase,D i is set to 3D' /A8 , and for
the C phase,D i is set to the preferred wavelengthD i* shown in the inset.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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7~c!. As the S phase grows, these peaks will decreas
intensity while new principal peaks proportional toF2

2 ap-
pear at the locations mark asA andB in Fig. 11. The sets,A
andB, correspond to the two twinned bcc structures. Assu
ing a polycrystalline S phase with equal populations of
twinned bcc lattices, theA and B peaks will attain equa
intensities. The other principal peaks, corresponding to
original C phase, should finish with twice the intensity of t
A and B peaks as they are common to both of the twinn
lattices. Unfortunately, the S→C transition will not produce
such a clear signature, because the resulting polycrysta
C phase generates the same set of principal peaks a
initial S phase.

Experiments have examined the Bragg reflections in F
11 along three orthogonal planes. Kimishimaet al.16 have
looked at theqx–qy plane from a single grain of the C phas
As expected, the peaks decrease in intensity with no n
principal peaks emerging as the S phase grows in. R
et al.17,18 have observed theqy–qz plane where none of the
principal peaks and only two of the secondary peaks of
initial C phase are visible. Consistent with the shaded cir
in Fig. 11, they observed the emergence of four new prin
pal peaks each at 55° from theqy axis. Although this is very
compelling evidence for the epitaxial transition proposed
Fig. 2, experiments by Koppiet al.15 and Krishnamoorti
et al.20 observe inconsistent results for theqx–qz plane
where only two of the principal peaks and none of the s
ondary peaks of the initial C phase are visible. In this pla
no additional principal peaks should emerge, but never
less four new peaks like those expected for theqy–qz plane
were clearly observed. The only reasonable explana
seems to be that their oriented C phase contained t
amounts of a second orientation rotated about thez axis by
90° with respect to the dominate orientation. In fact, bo
experiments15,20 found evidence for this second orientatio
Furthermore, this possibility is supported by recent result
Ref. 40. It should also be noted that the epitaxial relat
between the G and C phases33 was originally misreported

FIG. 11. Scattering peaks for an oriented C phase growing into a twin
bcc S phase~Ref. 17!. The axes, chosen to be consistent with the ba
functions in Eqs.~3!–~8!, are oriented with the cylinder axis along thez
direction pointing out of the page. Solid dots denote the principal
second-order scattering peaks of the C phase. TheA andB positions show
the additional principal peaks expected from the two twinned bcc lattice
the S phase. The shaded circle identifies the four principal peaks that sh
appear in theqy–qz plane as C transforms into S.
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because of a similar confusion regarding the orientation
the C phase.41

The way in which a C↔S transition proceeds depend
strongly on the position of the spinodals plotted in Fig. 1.
the transition takes place between the two spinodals, then
initial phase is metastable and the transition should proc
by a nucleation and growth mechanism. In this case,
initial phase has to overcome an energy barrierDE, which it
does by first forming a small critical nucleus of the equili
rium phase. In simple systems, the critical nucleus is
minimum size of the equilibrium phase required to compe
sate for the energy loss of forming a grain boundary betw
the two phases. In this more complicated transition, we
consider it as the smallest possible metastable change
wards the stable phase. Once a metastable nucleus form
is unlikely to revert to the initial phase, and so it will con
tinue to grow creating a single grain of the equilibriu
phase. We note that defects can also act as nucleating
The final morphology will be a polycrystalline structure wi
approximately one grain for every critical nucleus th
formed during the transition. If the energy barrier decreas
which happens as the spinodals are approached, more cr
nuclei will be formed resulting in smaller grain sizes.42 A
temperature jump beyond the spinodals results in a distin
different transition mechanism referred to as spinodal
composition. In this case, the energy barrier is gone and
initial phase becomes unstable. Consequently, the en
morphology transforms all at once, forming a final morph
ogy without any long-range order. However, the C↔S spin-
odals are well removed from the C/S phase boundary~recall
that the weak-segregation regime will be destroyed by fl
tuations!, and thus we would normally expect the nucleati
and growth mechanism to occur. In fact, the S→C spinodal
is not even accessible for compositions wheref ,0.34. Al-
though this contradicts the experimental conclusions by R
et al.,17,18 their indirect method of determining the spinoda
cannot be considered completely reliable.

Our SCFT calculation models the transition as if the e
tire melt transforms all at once. Although this pathw
should be closely related to a realistic transition, a nuclea
and growth process would proceed much differently. Fo
→S, we expect that the transition is nucleated when one
the cylinders pinches off. After this irreversible step, a ser
of ruptures occurs in both directions transforming the cyl
der into a row of spheres. Presumably this perturbs
neighboring cylinders causing them to break apart i
spheres. Undoubtedly, spheres originating from different c
inders will be poorly correlated, and thus it will take som
time for the bcc lattice to become well ordered. This is su
ported in scattering experiments by the temporary disapp
ance of scattering peaks during the transition.20 The reverse
transition, S→C, is presumably nucleated by the fusion
two spheres into an ellipsoid. Following that step, sphe
start joining onto the two ends creating a long cylinder. T
formation of one cylinder then directs the neighbori
spheres to join together to form parallel cylinders. Both
these mechanisms suggest that the stable phase grows
rapidly along the direction of the cylinder axes.

Given the invariant polymerization indexN̄, Fig. 6~b!
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provides the energy required to create a critical nucleus. T
is also approximately the same energy required for each
cremental step of the transition. If this energy was mu
larger thankBT, we would expect a long incubation time fo
the formation of a critical nucleus, which would then gro
very slowly. However, this energy is generally small and
the transition should proceed rapidly, although it may tak
long time before the final phase becomes well ordered
fact, at low segregations, the barrier becomes smaller
the energykBT of a typical thermal fluctuation. In this ex
treme case, the C and S phases cannot maintain their in
rity and will be destroyed by fluctuations. This provides
convenient criterion for estimating the fluctuation effects

the ODT. For example, ifN̄5104, then we would expect the
C/S boundary to be consumed by the disordered phase u

about xN'17 (f '0.27), whereas forN̄5103, the disor-
dered phase would extend up toxN'23 (f '0.22). Based
on the standard Fredrickson–Helfand fluctuati

correction,13 symmetric block copolymer melts withN̄
5104 and 103 would be disordered up toxN'12.4 and 14.6,
respectively. Naturally, symmetric block copolymers wou
remain ordered to lowerxN than asymmetric ones, but nev
ertheless this indicates that fluctuation effects are far m
significant than previously anticipated. We note that our
timate should be the more reliable, as the Fredrickso

Helfand one uses an approximation valid only forN̄*106.
As a transition is approached, the local minimum in t

free energy surface becomes shallower resulting in pret
sitional fluctuations. Using rheology, small-angle x-ray sc
tering ~SAXS!, and transmission electron microscop
~TEM!, Ryu et al.17,18 have examined these fluctuations f
the C→S transition. According to their SAXS measur
ments, the fluctuations have a twinned bcc symmetry as
pected. However, their TEM images reveal isolated gra
exhibiting particularly strong pretransitional fluctuation
which is peculiar because the whole sample should fluctu
at a relatively uniform level. Nevertheless, this observat
can be rationalized assuming their sample contained gr
where the domain spacing was strained due to, for exam
defects. Then, according to Fig. 10~b!, these particular grains
should exhibit larger fluctuations.

There are several previous theoretical approaches
we should note. Qi and Wang28,29 have examined the fre
energy surface following paths determined by Cahn–Hillia
dynamics. They also restrict their consideration to pa
where the morphology remains periodic. However, in t
case, the periodicity, which results from the boundary c
ditions applied to their simulation box, is on a larger sc
than that of the underlying morphology. Nevertheless,
periodicity seems to preclude the nucleation and gro
mechanism, which is required for the system to overcome
energy barrier. In effect, the system is unable to creat
single critical nucleus without simultaneously creating an
finite number of periodic images. Consequently, their cal
lation is limited to large temperature jumps beyond the sp
odal limits where the initial phase becomes unstable.

Shi and co-workers,30–32on the other hand, make predic
tions by examining the local shape of the free energy surf
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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about the various ordered phases. They expand the free
ergy to second-order inF(r ), and infer the kinetic pathways
based on the direction in which the free energy increa
least rapidly. Although successful in many cases, there
clear risk for misleading results. For example, there is
distinction between the correct direction and the oppo
one leading away from the stable phase. Generally, the
rect direction can be ascertained with common sense by
examining at how the morphology evolves in each ca
However, things become far more complicated when
lowest energy mode is degenerate. In this case, the pr
direction is some linear combination of the degener
modes, the determination of which really requires an exp
sion to higher order, something that is generally not feasi
We attribute this difficulty to an incorrect suggestion b
Laradji et al.30 that the S→C transition involves some sort o
complicated pathway, contrary to the experimen
evidence.16 This is strongly supported by the fact that w
obtain the same S→C spinodal line as they do. The sam
problem may also apply to other transitions suggested
these authors.

Our calculation has the advantage that it examines
entire pathway between two phases, and it can do so reg
less of whether the initial phase is metastable or unsta
Perhaps the most important advantage is that it can ac
the higher degrees of segregation characteristic of actua
periments. The previous calculations28–32 have been limited
to the weak-segregation regime, where the ordered ph
are actually destroyed by thermal fluctuations. Naturally t
precludes the weak-segregation calculations from provid
quantitatively useful results, but they are also prone to qu
tatively misleading predictions.43 Although mean-field calcu-
lations in the strong- to intermediate-segregation regime
governed the simple interplay between the interfacial a
stretching energies described in the Introduction,6 weak-
segregation calculations seem to behave somewhat di
ently.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have located a low-energy pathway between the
cal minima, associated with hexagonally-packed cylind
and bcc spheres, in the Landau free energy surface
diblock copolymer melts. The pathway corresponds to
epitaxial transition where the domain spacing of the t
phases is closely matched and where the cylinder axi
matched with the@111# direction of the bcc lattice. We
evaluate the energy barriers, spinodal limits, and evolution
the morphology. The energy barrier is found to be rema
ably small suggesting not only that the transition is rapid
also that fluctuations are more important than previou
thought. Furthermore, the spinodal limits are well remov
from the C/S phase boundary, implying that the transit
proceeds by a nucleation and growth mechanism.

Based on past experiments and our present calculati
we can suggest a detailed description of the transit
mechanism. In the C→S direction, the transition is nucleate
by a single rupture in one of the cylinders. This initiates
further series of ruptures in both directions of the cylind
transforming it into a series of spheres. Neighboring cyl
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ders do the same in a correlated manner such that the re
ing spheres form one of two possible bcc lattices. Becaus
the low energy barrier, this step occurs rapidly. Howev
there will be a considerable laps before a well-defined
(Im3̄m) symmetry emerges due to a weak correlation
tween the rupturing cylinders. In the S→C direction, the
process is simply reversed. The nucleation occurs when
spheres fuse together forming an ellipsoid. Spheres cont
to join onto the ends transforming it into a cylinder orient
along one of the diagonal directions of the bcc unit cell. T
initial cylinder then guides the fusion of neighboring sphe
producing parallel cylinders with a hexagonal packin
Again, this transition should be rapid due to the small ene
barrier involved. Both C↔S epitaxial transitions rely on a
fortuitous match in the domain spacings of the C and
phases. As long as there is only a small mismatch, the
main spacing should adjust as the transition proceeds. On
other hand, a large mismatch may leave the final phase
a nonequilibrium domain size, that will take a long time
equilibriate.

Our study offers explanations for several experimen
results, but raises questions regarding others. For exam
the memoryeffect observed by Kimishimaet al.16 regarding
the cylinder orientation in the phase sequence C→S→C is
attributed to the poor correlation between spheres origina
from different cylinders. This lack of correlation also e
plains the temporary loss of long-range order observed in
SAXS experiments of Krishnamoortiet al.20 as C transforms
to S. Furthermore, the highly nonuniform pretransition
fluctuations in the C phase observed by Ryu and Lodge17 can
be attributed to defeats causing variations in the domain s
Although some experiments16–18 observe SAXS results con
sistent with the proposed epitaxy, others15,20 do not. A pos-
sible explanation is that their C phase contained two cylin
orientations, which is supported by results in Ref. 40. A
though Refs. 17 and 18 suggest the existence of a S→C
spinodal contrary to our predictions, we feel their evidenc
not particularly compelling. Needless to say, further expe
ments would be very useful, not only to resolve the abo
issues, but also to address other important issues such a
effects of a domain spacing mismatch. The understanding
develop from this C↔S transition will certainly apply to the
other order–order transitions in block copolymer melts
well as perhaps those in various liquid crystal and biologi
systems.
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